


























WATTS 700

SIZE
3/4”, 1”, 1 1/2”, 2”, 2 1/2”, 3”, 4”

DESCRIPTION
This is a double check assembly.  It was produced approximately from 1973 to 1985.
It is an in-line modular check design.  Check seats were replaceable.  Springs were
contained when the assembly was disassembled but had to be released for proper
repair.  The 3/4”-2” size assembly had to be removed from the piping to be repaired.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Repair kit contains all rubber discs, gasket, and O-rings

SIZE KIT NO
 3/4” 1BFPRK 
 1” 2BFPRK 

1 1/2” 3BFPRK 
 2” 3BFPRK 

 2 1/2” 7BFPRK
 3” 7BFPRK
 4” 8BFPRK 

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Replaceable seats
~Contained spring
~3/4”-2” not in-line repairable
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WATTS 709 DDC
WATTS 709 DCDA

SIZE
3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This assembly is a double check detector assembly.  Production began approximately
in 1979.  The model number was changed from DDC to the DCDA designation.  The
assembly utilizes the 709 design on the main valve and the bypass unit.  In 1991 the
bypass was changed to the 007M1 model.  In 1993 the bypass was changed to the
model 007M2.  In 1998 the bypass was changed to the 1/2” 007.  Be sure to look at
the name plate of bypass assembly to be sure which one you have.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Main line repair kit contains all discs, cover O-rings, and seat O-rings.

SIZE KIT NO
  3” 709-RT250
  4” 709-RT400
  6” 709-RT600
  8” 709-RT800
 10” 709-RT001

Bypass repair kit contains all disc holders and O-rings.
SIZE KIT NO
3/4” 709 709-RT075
3/4”  007M1 007M1-RT075
3/4”  007M2 007M2-RT075
1/2” 007 007-RT050

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Mainline assembly see Model 709

~Bypass assembly see either Model 709 3/4”, 007M1 3/4”, 007M2 3/4”,  or 1/2”007

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS
757 DCDA/ 757A DCDA

SIZE
757DCDA 757A  DCDA
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” 2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”

DESCRIPTION
This is a double check detector assembly.  This model was produced under the Hunter
name from 2000-2002.  In 2002 Watts bought the Hunter models and began produc-
tion as the Watts model 757 DCDA and 757A DCDA.  These models will also be sold
as Ames model C300 and C300A.  The mainline assembly is similar in construction
to the 757 and 757A.  The bypass assembly used for the first two years was the
Flomatic DCVE 3/4”.  The assembly also used the Watts 007M3 3/4” for the bypass
unit.  Be sure to check the identification information on the bypass assembly to
confirm which you have.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Repair kit contains discs and O-rings for both check modules

SIZE KIT NO
757 2 1/2”-4” 757-RT250
757A 2 1/2”-4” 757A-RT250
757 6” 757-RT600
757A 6” 757A-RT600
757 8” 757-RT800
757 10” 757-RT001

Bypass repair kit contains all check discs or check disc holders, and O-rings

SIZE KIT NO
Flomatic DCVE 3/4” B91RK00 
Watts 007M3 3/4” 007M3RT075

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~2 1/2”-6” check access slides open
~Body is stainless steel
~Check modules are repairable
~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 770 DCDA
WATTS 772 DCDA

SIZE
4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a double check detector assembly.  This model was produced from 1993-1997.
The main valve unit is similar to the 770/772 series.  The bypass unit utilizes the
007M1 3/4” assembly.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Main line repair kit contains clapper plates, gaskets, and O-rings.

SIZE KIT NO
 4” 770DCDA 770-RT400
 4” 772DCDA 770-RT400
 6” 770DCDA 770-RT600
 6” 772DCDA 770-RT600
 8” 770DCDA 770-RT800
 8” 772DCDA 770-RT600

 10” 772DCDA 770-RT800

Bypass repair kit contains discs and O-rings

 SIZE     KIT NO
3/4” 007M1 007M1-RT075

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Main line assembly see 770/772

~Bypass assembly see 007M1

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS
775/ 775N

SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1 1/4”, 1 1/2”, 2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”

DESCRIPTION
This is a double check assembly.  Production began in 1998.  The 3”-6” was discon-
tinued in 2003.   In the 1/2”-2” size the body is made of copper tubing which is nickel
plated.  There is a single cover on the top.  The checks are modular in construction
and the springs are contained when the single access cover is removed.  The check
modules thread into the body.  The 3”-8” body is made of stainless steel.  The checks
are modular in construction and the springs are contained when the single access
cover is removed.  The check modules are repairable and thread into the body.  In the
3”-8” size there is a 775N model which uses two stainless steel elbows mounted
between the backflow preventer flange and shut-off flange.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains disc holders or discs and O-rings

SIZE KIT NO
 1/2”-3/4” 775-RT050

   1” 775-RT100 
 1 1/4”-1 1/2” 775-RT125 

   2” 775-RT200
3”-4” 775-RT300
6”-8” 775-RT600

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~1/2”-2” has a nickel plated copper tube body
~3”-8” has a stainless steel body
~Modular check design
~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS
909DDC/ 909 RPDA

SIZE
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This assembly is a reduced pressure detector assembly.  The Model 909DDC began in
1987 and the 909RPDA began in 1990.  The main assembly of the 909 DDC is similar to
the Model 909.  The 909RPDA is similar to the 909M1.  The bypass design is either the
Watts 909 3/4”, Watts Model 009 3/4” or the 009 M2 3/4”.  Check the name plate on the
bypass unit to be sure which model you have.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Main line repair kit contains discs, diaphragm, and O-rings.

 909DDC  909 RPDA
 SIZE  KIT NO  SIZE  KIT NO
2 1/2”-3”   LF909-RT250  2 1/2”-3”  LF909-RT250

 4” LF909-RT400  4”  LF909-RT400
 6” LF909-RT600  6”  LF909-RT600
 8” LF909-RT800  8”  LF909M1-RT800

 10” LF909-RT001  10”  LF909M1-RT001

Bypass repair kit contains all disc holders, diaphragms, and O-rings.

 AIR GAP
MODEL SIZE KIT NO DRAIN

 909  3/4”  LF909-RT075   AGC
 009  3/4” 009-RT075   AGC

 009M2  3/4” 009M2-RT075   AGA

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Main line assembly see Watts 909 or 909 M1

~Bypass assembly see Watts 909 3/4”

~Bypass assembly see Watts 009 3/4” or 009 M2 3/4”

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 957

SIZE
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  This model was produced under the name
Hunter from 2000-2002.  In 2002 Watts bought the Hunter models and began produc-
tion as the model 957.  This model will also be sold as an Ames model C400.  The
body is constructed of stainless steel tubing.  To access the check components a
movable sleeve is mounted over the access cover.  On the 2 1/2”-6” size the sleeve
slides over the body to access the check components.  On the 8”-10” size the sleeve is
attached by two grooved couplings.  The check components are modular and con-
structed of noryl plastic.  The check utilizes a torsion spring which is contained when
the check module is removed from the body.  The check spring must be extended and
controlled with a pin or screwdriver to replace the check disc.  The check disc may be
either an EPDM or silicone rubber.  The body length dimensions may be up to 1”
shorter than shown in the dimension chart on versions produced in 2003 or earlier.
The body dimension does not change the repair parts inside.  The relief valve body
attaches to the outside of the check body and is pressurized with an external RV
sensing line.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Repair kit contains discs and O-rings for both check modules, RV piston, and rolling
diaphragm.

SIZE KIT NO AIR GAP DRAIN
2 1/2”-4” 957-RT250  AG957
 6” 957-RT600  AG957
 8” 957-RT800  AG957
 10” 957-RT001  AG957

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~2 1/2”-6” check access slides open
~Body is stainless steel
~Check modules are repairable
~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 957 RPDA

SIZE
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure detector assembly.  This model was produced under the
Hunter name from 2000-2002.  In 2002 Watts bought the Hunter models and began
production as the Watts 957 RPDA.  This model will also be sold as an Ames model
C500.  The mainline assembly is similar in construction to 957.  The bypass assembly
used is the Flomatic RPZE 3/4”  or the Watts 3/4” Model  919.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Repair kit contains discs and O-rings for both check modules, RV piston, and rolling
diaphragm.

SIZE KIT NO AIR GAP DRAIN
2 1/2”-4” 957-RT250  AG957
 6” 957-RT600  AG957
 8” 957-RT800  AG957
 10” 957-RT001  AG957

Bypass repair kit contains all check discs, O-rings, and diaphragm

SIZE KIT NO
Flomatic RPZE 3/4” B92RK00 
 Watts 919 3/4” 919-RT075

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~2 1/2”-6” check access slides open
~Body is stainless steel
~Check modules are repairable
~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 990
WATTS 992

SIZE
4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
The 990/992 is a reduced pressure assembly.  It was produced from 1993-1997.  The
check bodies are made of ductile iron which is fused epoxy coated.  The check is a
toggle linkage mechanism.  The check springs are contained when the cover is re-
moved.  The spring tension must be released to repair the assembly.  The bronze
check seats are replaceable but a seat removal tool is needed for that purpose.  Instead
of a rubber disc a vulcanized clapper plate is used to seal the check.  The relief valve
body is of bronze construction and is attached to the check body by a threaded con-
nection.  The relief seat is replaceable and the relief spring is contained.  An external
relief valve sensing line is utilized.  A special shut-off valve was utilized on the 992
series.  The shut-offs on the 992 had flange dimensions different than a standard sized
shut-off.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Repair kit contains check clapper plates, gaskets, O-rings, diaphragm, and relief discs

SIZE KIT NO AIR GAP DRAIN
4” 990 990-RT400  AGF
4” 992 990-RT400  AGF
6” 990 990-RT600  AGF
6” 992 990-RT600  AGF
8” 990 990-RT800 AGK
8” 992 990-RT600  AGK

 10” 992 990-RT800 AGK

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Ductile iron fused epoxy coated body

~Clapper plate check elastoner seals

~Contained spring

~Replaceable seats

~992 shut-offs are not standard dimensions

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 990 RPDA
WATTS 992 RPDA

SIZE
4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure detector assembly.  It was produced from 1993-1997.  The
main valve unit is similar to the 990/992 series.  The bypass unit utilized is either the
009 3/4” or the 009M2 3/4” assembly.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Main line repair kit contains clapper plates, gaskets, O-rings, diaphragm, and relief
disc.

SIZE KIT NO AIR GAP DRAIN
 4” 990 RPDA 990-RT400  AGF
 4” 992 RPDA 990-RT400  AGF
 6” 990 RPDA 990-RT600  AGF
 6” 992 RPDA 990-RT600  AGF
  8” 990 RPDA 990-RT800 AGK
 8” 992 RPDA 990-RT600  AGK

 10” 992 RPDA 990-RT800 AGK

Bypass repair kit contains disc holders, diaphragm, and O-ring

 SIZE KIT NO
 3/4” 009M2 009M2-RT075
 3/4” 009 009-RT075

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Main line assembly see 990/992

~Bypass assembly see 009 M2

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 993

SIZE
4”, 6”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly that was produced between 1998 and 1999.  The
internal check parts are similar to the Model 909.  The relief valve is similar to the
990. The body is designed to provide an up and down piping arrangement.  The
check body is fused epoxy coated cast iron.  Check springs are contained when the
covers are removed.  The check seats are replaceable.  The relief valve utilizes an
external sensing line.  The relief valve body is made of bronze with a replaceable
stainless steel seat.  The relief valve spring is contained when the cover is removed.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains rubber discs, diaphragm, and O-rings.

SIZE KIT NO
 4” 993-RT400 
 6” 993-RT600 

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Contained springs

~Replaceable seats

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 993 RPDA

SIZE
4”, 6”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure detector assembly.  The assembly was produced from 1998-
1999.  The mainline assembly is similar to the model 993.  The bypass utilizes either
the 3/4” Model 009M2 or the 009 M3.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Mainline repair kit contains rubber discs, diaphragm, and O-rings.

SIZE KIT NO
 4” 993-RT400 
 6” 993-RT600 

Bypass repair kit contains check disc holders, RV disc, diaphragm, and O-rings.

SIZE KIT NO
 3/4” 009M2 009M2-RT075
 3/4” 009M3 009M3-RT075

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Mainline assembly:  See 993

~Bypass assembly:  See either 009M2 or 009M3

~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 994

SIZE
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  Production began in 1998.  In 1997 the Watts
Company purchased the Ames Company and began marketing the Ames 4000 SS as
the Watts 994.  The body is made of stainless steel with a single access cover for the
checks.  The check design is modular so springs are contained and the seats are
replaceable.  In the 2 1/2”-6” size the check assemblies are not field repairable and the
whole check module must be replaced for an average repair.  The check is made of
glass filled noryl and is cam operated.  The 8-10” check does have a rubber disc that
is field replaceable.  The relief valve is attached to the check body by threads and uses
an external sensing line.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains first check module, second check module, bellofram, disc, and
O-rings

SIZE KIT NO
2 1/2” 994-T400
 3” 994-T400
 4” 994-T400
 6” 994-T600

8”-10” 994-T800

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Stainless steel body
~Modularized checks
~Springs are contained
~Factory repair information enclosed
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WATTS 995

SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1 1/4”, 1 1/2”,  3”, 4”, 6”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  Production began in 1998.  The 3”-6” was
discontinued in 2003.  The 1/2”- 1 1/2” was discontinued in 2009.  In the 1/2”-1 1/2”
size the body is made of copper tubing which is nickel plated.  There is a single cover
for the checks.  The checks are modular in construction so the springs will be con-
tained and the seats are replaceable.  The check modules thread into the body.  The
relief valve is attached to the check body by a union and utilizes an external sensing
line.  The 3”-6” size utilizes a stainless steel body.  The checks are modular and are
accessed from the single access cover.  The checks are repairable and screw into the
body.  The relief valve is pressurized from an external sensing line.  The relief valve is
mounted between the two checks and is located under the cover.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains disc holders or discs, diaphragm, and O-rings

SIZE KIT NO
 1/2”-3/4” 995-RT050

   1” 995-RT100
 1 1/4”-1 1/2” 995-RT125 

 3”-4” 995-RT300 
   6” 995-RT600 

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~1/2”-2” nickel plated copper tube body
~3”-6” stainless steel body
~Modular checks
~Factory repair information enclosed
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